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At first: video’s of regular Ai Chi in which Mayumi Yano is presenting can be seen at and 
https://vimeo.com/72877365  
 
In the 2016 International Congress on Evidence Based Aquatic Therapy (ICEBAT) in 
Querétaro, Mexico an adaptation of Clinical Ai Chi was shown, based on important themes in 
existing literature about Complete Decongestive Therapy (CDT). This was done together with 
Paula Geigle from Baltimore, USA; one of the authors listed underneath. We composed a 
PowerPoint (as pdf, in which we explained the background of Clinical Ai Chi in the exercise 
part of CDT).  
 
We added 2 video’s in which 2 suggested sequences are proposed. In both video’s we show 
the first 5 kata’s. One video shows mainly movements that include expansion of the trunk 
and shoulder girdle: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t86_-dzqjIk&feature=youtu.be  
the other video focuses on a proximo-distal sequence:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRiC4Nk4VS8&feature=youtu.be  
 
The International Society of Lymphology advises to treat lymphedema with Complex 
Decongestive Therapy (CDT), which consists of manual lymphdrainage, compression therapy, 
skin care and decongestive exercise therapy. 
Hydrostatic pressure therefore if the basis for the rationale to exercise in water, as various 
publications have stated: transient reduction of edema is described. Given the obstruction of 
the lymphatic flow, edema reduction can be expected to be related to the venous 
circulation. This ends when the person comes out of the pool. 
 
During pool time, homeostasis of tissues seems to be normalized and can be the rationale 
base for exercise. Exercise characteristics progressively change, but start with addressing 
strength and length at a low training intensity: slow, smooth, controlled, repetitive. 
 
Ai Chi is performed in water and originally aimed at influencing meridians. Meanwhile a 
connection between meridians and fascia has been established. Influencing fascia can have 
various goals, one of them is liquid exchange (extracellular matrix – interstitial fluids). 
Ai Chi fits also in the exercise characteristics of slow, smooth, controlled and repetitive. 
Previous publications of aquatic therapy in CDT have used intervention tactics that included 
elements which we also see in Ai Chi. 
 
The webinar will explain various processes that might be used to explain the short-term 
clinical effects like the immersion effects on fascia extensibility, the low forces of slow 
movement in water addressing intramuscular fascia, somato-visceral effects of thoracic 
movement 
 



Clinical Ai Chi is focused at adapting Ai Chi to specific patient needs with a clinical reasoning 
process that includes all that is needed to justify the intervention.  
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* 
The relation between the triple warmer and the lymphatic system / interstitium is explained 
in the book by Matsumoto K & Birch S. https://kupdf.net/download/hara-diagnosis-
reflection-in-the-sea-2_5af4a412e2b6f57508860b87_pdf  
 
 
 
 
 



 


